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held appealable where, if the specification were amended as the examiner wished,

CHAPTER VIII. - DISCLOSURE OF APPLICATION the claims would no longer read on it.'

S 52 O
· I d Rule 71 paraphrases the statutory language above quoted, but since the 1949

ec . ISC osure an New Matter . . f . I . .
revision ~.., ther~le~,has Included theadde~ req~l~ernellt thatthespecificatlon

<"~~,,~,~The.,.:first·"paragraph""of~3'5"'l1S~lt2""te'aas:'"'~~TI1e""specrfiCitlon"'~h;ir'~~~";"'""""'"='~'-"~"~""'"~"='~'-,.~-"y~t~ii1USfvdesEiibt'"compl~t~1Y-~~~pe~rfi~~;~~J~;;:t"-';f~a;";;~tion:"i;-;,,,",;;~,,,","~,~,,w,,,e""~~.;,."-~,~,,",'"

written description of the invention, and of the- manner and process of making chanical case, this requirement would normally be satisfied by the detailed descrlp-

and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person tion of the device shown in the drawing. In a process. application, it is not
skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, satisfied by disclosure of a step of "heating said oil to a temperature and under
~o make and use the same, and shall set forth the bese mode contemplated by the a pressure suitable for vaporization ... "8 In a chemical. case applicant would
mve~tor of carrying out his invention." This language follows generally the .first normally be required to Set forth a number of examples; but where the invention
p~r~on of. old RS 4888. In determining whether applicant has adequately disclosed related merely to the procedure for carrying out known chemical reactions, one
his tn~entlon, the disclosure of the application drawing, if any, is necessarily "iilusrrative embodiment" was suflicient." In cases involving chemistry or composi-
taken Into account, hence the subject of disclosure is not confined to "specification" tiona of matter, an element may be designated by a group name if the group is
and may logically be covered here, in a separate chapter. reasonably small and those skilled in the art would know which members of the

The statute quoted from does not mention benefit of foreign filing, § 47 group were suirable.l" Other favorable rulings as to disclosure in chemistry appli-

hereof, but by implication it applies to that right. All that is said hereinafter cations are cited.ll

about disclosure of a domestic application applies equally to disclosure of a The rigid requirements of the Office as to the form of the description, draw.
foreign application that is claimed to give an effective domestic date. ings, and claims have necessarily resulted in the doctrine that an applicant must

The subject of disclosure is largely one of substantive. law, no comprehensive be given the privilege of amending freely. The limits of the doctrine are set by
treatment being attempted in this book. Literature is cited.l. Chemistry involves the last sentence of 35 USC 132: "No amendment shall introduce new matter
some special problems.s • into the disclosure of the invention," and by Rule 118, which prohibits the

Besides Rule 71, Rules 117 and 118 may be examined, but in practice the introduction of matter "involving a departure from or an addition to the original
terms of the rules have never had much inRuence on questions of disclosure. disclosure."12 Such disconforming matter is now called "new matter" in the Patent

Since the chief consideration for the grant of a patent is the disclosure of Statute (§ 132, 251), the rules (Rule 173), MPEP (608.04 et seq., and eIse-
the invention, the examiner must see to it that the disclosure is adequare.P where), and in this text.

An application wherein the disclosure is not sufficiently comprehensible to Prior to the Patent Act of 1952, the proscription against new matter (except
support claims may be rejected for failure to comply with the sraeuee." Where in reissue applications, old RS 4916) was a case-law doctrine: In a leading ca03

the disclosure is insufficient, rejection may be based on that ground.? Or. if the the patent was held invalid as embodying a "material addition to, or variance
examiner notes upon preliminary examination that the disclosure is thus defective from, the original." A feature which is relied upon to distinguish over the prior
he may immediately, without either searching or rejecting claims, require revision: art cannot be said to be of so little importance as not to be classed as new
MPEP 702.01. A claim presented later than the original filing may be rejected matter.14 But applicant may insert a disclosure of the correct principles even
for want of identity with the invention originally presenred.f A question whether though he did not understand them when he filed his application.P

If a proposed amendment merely expresses the same idea in a different way,
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